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Abstract
Recent advances in the area of deep neural networks brought a lot of attention to some of the key issues important
for their design. In particular for 2D-shapes, their accuracy has been shown to outperform all other classiﬁers - e.g.,
in the German Trafﬁc Sign competition run by IJCNN 2011. On the other hand, their training may be quite cumber-
some and the structure of the network has to be chosen beforehand. This paper introduces a new sensitivity-based
approach capable of picking the right image features from a pre-trained SOM-like feature detector. Experimental
results obtained so far for hand-written digit recognition show that pruned network architectures impact a transparent
representation of the features actually present in the data while improving network robustness.
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1. Introduction
Deep neural networks awoke a notable interest at the German Trafﬁc Sign competition run last year by the IJCNN
2011 conference where they achieved a better-than-human accuracy of 99.15 % [3], [11]. While the majority of
classical image processing techniques is based on carefully pre-selected image features, convolutional neural networks
(CNN) [7] are, namely, designed to learn local features autonomously. Especially deeper neural networks are known
to extract better compact representations of high-dimensional data than shallow architectures – cf. the deep belief
networks (DBN) [6] and CNN-networks. Anyway, the architecture of CNN-networks has to be chosen beforehand
(with some CNN-like classiﬁers comprising up to several thousands of feature maps in their feature detecting layers
[11]) and the risk of over-training is relatively high.
With the aim to enhance the detection of relevant image features, a new strategy based on sensitivity analysis will
be introduced that provides deep neural networks with the ability to adjust dynamically the number of local image
features. The following section analyzes neural network paradigms related to dynamic feature extraction. The next
section introduces the new concept of sensitivity analysis in Growing Hybrid Neural Networks (GHNN) applicable
to efﬁcient image processing. Afterwards, the results of supporting experiments will be discussed. The concluding
section summarizes the achieved results.
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Figure 1: The structure of the LeNet-5 convolutional neural network
2. Related Works
The principles of weight sharing and local receptive ﬁelds common in CNN-networks keep down the number of
trainable parameters. With local receptive ﬁelds, perceptron-like neurons can extract elementary visual features such
as oriented edges or corners. The extracted features are then combined by the subsequent layers in order to detect more
complex higher-order features. In each layer, the neurons are grouped in the so-called feature maps. Once a feature
is detected by the feature-extracting layer, a layer of sub-sampling neurons performs local averaging to blur the exact
position of the feature. Successive convolutional and sub-sampling layers are typically alternated. In certain types
of deep networks, subsequent layers decrease in size [10]. In CNNs, however, at each layer, the number of feature
maps is increased while their spatial resolution is decreased. Neurons from higher layers may have input connections
from several feature maps in the preceding sub-sampling layer. Finally, CNNs contain two layers of perceptron-like
neurons representing a classiﬁer of the outputs received from the last sub-sampling layer. The structure, number and
size of feature maps used in the respective layers of a CNN-network known as LeNet-5 [7], is shown in Figure 1.
In comparison to original CNNs, the so-called Growing Hierarchical Neural Networks (GHNN) introduced in
[9] are enhanced by unsupervised training and the capability to grow dynamically the number of feature maps in
feature-extracting layers. For feature detection, HCNN-networks apply RBF-neurons computing their output y as:
y = exp (− ( ‖ x − w ‖2 ) / ( 2σ2t ) ) , where x is the input vector, the weight vector w corresponds to the center of the
Gaussian andσt controls its shape. In GHNNs, the perception windows are fully overlapping. The size of feature maps
decreases in higher layers while the number of their feature maps increases. The output of a neuron in the respective
feature map represents its reaction to all the feature maps from the preceding (sub-sampling) layer. GHNN-networks
can be trained by back-propagation but alternatively, the SOM-learning rules can be used in feature-detecting layers.
To circumvent the requirement of SOM-networks for a ﬁxed topology, the Growing Neural Gas Networks (GNG) [5]
allow to add neurons to the network at any location with the maximum accumulated squared distance between the
respective neurons and all the image samples they represent. Although it is difﬁcult to visualize the output maps of
GNG-like networks due to a topology which can have different local dimensions, relevant (low-level) features present
in the processed data can be found automatically.
3. GHNN-Networks Enhanced by Sensitivity Analysis
Dynamically growing SOM-based network architectures essentially try to detect all the features present in the data
regardless of whether they might be used for classiﬁcation later on or not. After the network has reached its ﬁnal size,
irrelevant feature maps should be therefore pruned. Optimization of the network structure will ﬁrst of all involve the
inputs to the attached perceptron-like classiﬁer. In the case of GHNN-networks, their values correspond to the output
of the last feature detecting layer (usually a sub-sampling layer). To prune lower sub-sampling layers, too, all their
outputs will be also fed to the classiﬁer – similarly to [11]. In order to undergo the same amount of sub-sampling,
the output of the preceding sub-sampling layer should be used after a repeated sub-sampling. This allows to use both
the global high-level features and the local low-level features. A strategy capable of inferring the inﬂuence of input
variables in neural networks according to the applied data set [12] measures for all P training patterns the inﬂuence
of network inputs by means of sensitivity coefﬁcients si j,p = | ∂y j,p/∂xi,p |, 1 ≤ p ≤ P corresponding to the absolute
value of the derivative of the j-th output, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, with respect to the i-th input, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. This derivative can be
computed backwards starting from the output layer and proceeding towards the input layer, according to:
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Figure 2: Accuracy (vertical axis) achieved for different probabilities (horizontal axis) of using the the priority queue.
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where the index k represents all neurons from the layer immediately preceding the considered layer. The transfer
functions used are of the standard sigmoidal type y = f (ξ) = 1/(1 + e−ξ) with f ′ (ξ) denoting the derivative of f at the
neuron’s potential ξ. If the analysed BP-network has just one hidden layer and is a fully connected network, the index
k refers to all neurons from the hidden layer and ∂y j,p/∂xi,p can be computed as:
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The overall sensitivity coefﬁcients si j can be determined as:
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Larger values of the sensitivity coefﬁcients correspond to more important input features while input neurons with low
sensitivity coefﬁcients can be pruned from the network.
3.1. Priority queue
The concept of network sensitivities can be used also for training. For example, the Sensitivity-Based Linear
Learning Method (SBLLM) [2] for single-hidden-layer feed-forward neural networks uses the sensitivity terms to
adjust the estimated “desired” output values for the hidden neurons. Also in CNN-networks, input patterns with a
higher sensitivity and large errors seem to impact the training process more than input patterns with a low error and/or
sensitivity. Therefore, sensitivity analysis done during training could help detect those patterns, which would “most
quickly” inﬂuence the change of the output errors. Such input patterns will be characterized by a high error and
network sensitivity with respect to them (i.e., to the outputs of the last sub-sampling layer attached to the considered
perceptron-like classiﬁer). We will denote this error-based sensitivity as sEi j,p:
sEi j,p =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂
∂xi,p
[
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Figure 3: Size-normalized samples from the MNIST database with selected feature map outputs.
where d j,p denotes the j-th desired output value for the pattern p. y j,p stands for its actual output value and xi,p denotes
the i-th element of the p-th input pattern. The new notion of the error-based sensitivity (4) would in principle mean
“weighing” of sensitivity terms by the error terms. On the other hand, early examples seem to have an excessively
large inﬂuence on the outcome of the training procedure [1]. For this reason, it might be reasonable to reduce the
effect of wrong early examples leading to over-training, whereby an easy-to-hard ordering of training examples seems
to provide better results. A less strict approximate solution will thus be implemented in the form of a priority queue
considering the amount of error evaluated at the output neurons of the attached GHNN-classiﬁer:
• order the training patterns according to their approximate sensitivity s˜Ep = max j | d j,p − y j,p |; start the list with
training patterns yielding the biggest values of s˜Ep and proceed to lower ones,
• from the above list, move all the training patterns with s˜p < 0.5 (in the same order) to the priority queue (for
s˜p approaching 0.5, a higher sensitivity is assumed due to a larger derivative of the sigmoidal transfer function),
• attach all the remaining training patterns to the end of the formed priority queue in a random order.
During training, the patterns from the priority queue will be chosen with a pre-set probability. If the respective candi-
date pattern will be not selected, a random training pattern will be picked. In this way, priority queue supports weight
adjustment into the right direction and may resemble boosting. Overall, the ﬁnal GHNN-networks with SOM-like
feature extracting layers are expected to generalize better than classical CNN-networks. Unsupervised pre-training,
namely, plays a regularization role in the following supervised training [4].
4. Supporting Experiments
To test the performance of GHNN-networks for handwritten digit classiﬁcation, a subset of the MNIST database
[8] will be used with 10000 training and 5000 test samples from ten roughly balanced classes – for a few examples see
Figure 3. The samples are 28 by 28 pixels in size with the digits aligned in the center of the sample. All the tests were
performed by means of 10−fold cross-validation. The involved GHNNs comprised four alternating convolutional
/ sub-sampling layers followed by a perceptron-like network with 80 hidden neurons in one layer and 10 output
neurons. Each feature map from the sub-sampling layers is connected only to one feature map from the preceding
convolutional layer and their output values will be determined as y = [ (
∑2
j=1
∑2
i=1 xi j / 4 ) ]
0.8 ,where xi j correspond
to the respective input values from the current perception window. The neurons from the hidden layer are connected
to all the outputs from both sub-sampling layers (to the ﬁrst one after additional sub-sampling). The classiﬁer network
uses the standard sigmoid.
Feature detection is done by measuring the Euclidean distance between the respective perception window in the
input layer and the weight vector of the neuron. The Gaussian transfer function is applied to the ﬁnal potential (σt has
been set experimentally to 0.5 for the ﬁrst and 0.65 for the second convolutional layer). All the perception windows
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Figure 4: Accuracy achieved for different pre-set architectures of a GHNN-network (left) and after pruning the best architecture
(10 feature maps in the ﬁrst and 50 feature maps in the second sub-sampling layer) – different strategies were tested.
are fully over-lapping of size 3 × 3 for convolutional and non-overlapping of size 2 × 2 for sub-sampling layers. The
size of the feature maps is given by 26 × 26, 13 × 13, 11 × 11 and 5 × 5. To train the feature detecting layers, a
GNG-network is used. The ﬁnal number of neuron maps is 30 for the ﬁrst and 50 for the second convolutional layer.
The attached perceptron-like classiﬁer network is trained by means of back-propagation. Both the learning rate and
the momentum parameter have been experimentally set to 0.5. During training, the data was corrupted by an additive
Gaussian-like noise with σ = 0.1. In the experiments, we were interested in answering the following questions:
1. Can the concept of priority-queue-based learning improve the performance of trained networks and what is the
character of the extracted feature maps?
2. What is the optimumGHNN-architecture for the respective data sets and can it be found automatically by means
of sensitivity based pruning of feature detecting layers?
3. How well do the formed networks generalize?
The ﬁrst set of experiments indicates that lower probabilities of using the priority queue slightly improve network
accuracy while their larger values (approaching 1) tend to yield rather over-trained networks – see Figure 2. Dynami-
cally changing values of this probability (both linearly decreasing and linearly increasing) do not seem to have much
effect. Feature detecting layers clearly reveal the character of the detected features – e.g., neurons from feature map
(FM) 1 in the ﬁrst feature detecting stage (FDS) indicate the background of the digits (Figure 3). FM 7 ﬁres for a
combination of background followed by an object line from the right. For the neurons from the second FDS, diagonal
lines can be identiﬁed in FM 12 while horizontal lines can be seen in FM 13.
Due to the dynamically found number and type of feature maps, we would expect a reliable testing accuracy
also for pruned GHNN-like networks. The second set of experiments shows that the best strategy for pruning the
MNIST-trained networks discarded 10 feature maps from the second sub-sampling layer ﬁrst and 5 feature maps from
the ﬁrst sub-sampling layer afterwards – see Figure 4. The ﬁnally obtained networks proved to retain comparable
classiﬁcation performance like the original networks (close to 94%).
For the third set of experiments, the data comprised 10000 (training set) and 15000 (test set) samples corrupted
by the respective type and amount of noise – for examples see Figure 5. From Figure 6, we can see that training
with noise-corrupted data can further improve generalization capabilities of the network. While the performance of
GHNN-networks trained and used on clean data is slightly better when compared with the training on noisy data, the
results achieved for noisy data remain more stable. In this context, it is worth to note that for a higher amount of
Gaussian noise, the performance of the networks deteriorates faster than for the salt & pepper noise.
5. Conclusions
Deep neural networks belong to extremely efﬁcient classiﬁcation models designed speciﬁcally to recognize 2D-
shapes with a high degree of invariance to translation, scaling, skewing, and other forms of distortion [1], [7]. Yet
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Figure 5: Size-normalized noise-corrupted samples – Gaussian (σ = 0.3 and 0.5) and salt and pepper (6% and 10%)
Figure 6: Accuracy achieved on the MNIST test data for various levels of added Gaussian (left) and salt & pepper noise (right).
their architecture has to be ﬁxed and is difﬁcult to guess before training. GHNN-networks represent thus a powerful
alternative to deep networks capable of an automatic detection of image features directly from the processed data. Still,
it is problematic to assess, when the growing phase should stop. For this reason, we have enhanced GHNN-networks
with the concept of sensitivity in this paper. Its main beneﬁts consist in:
• an improved generalization of networks trained with error-based sensitivities as a form of regularization,
• the capability to identify exactly those features / feature maps of the network, that are meaningful (i.e., occur in
the processed data) and relevant for the classiﬁcation task.
• the possibility to achieve a notable robustness when trained also with noise-corrupted samples.
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